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An algorithm is presented that, given the intersection model S of a circular-arc graph G with n
vertices and m edges. finds a maximum-sized clique of GinO (n21oglogn) time. The previously
best time bound for this problem is 0 (n 21ogn + mn).
• 1ltis work was supported by Ihe Office of Naval Research under Conr:racr.s NOOOl4-84-K-DS02 and
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1. Introduction
Let G=(V,E) be an undirected graph with IV 1= vettices and IE 1= edges. Gl1lphG is a
circular-arc graph if its vertices can be put in a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of
some set S of arcs on the unit circle. in such a way that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only
if the two corresponding arcs in S have a non-empty intersection [Go]. We call S the intersec-
tion model of G. Circular arc graphs enter diverse applications, for which we refer to [Go, H].
Let an arbitrary clockwise system of abscissae be defined on the unit circle. Then the i-th
arc in S is identified by the pair (ai,bi), where ai is the abscissa of the counterclockwise end of
the arc and bi is the abscissa of the clockwise end. We say that arc segment (1 ,r) (where I is the
counterclockwise end and r is the clockwise end) conLains position x if either I <.t' <r. or I >r
and (x >1 or x <r). Arc i contains arc j if (aj.hi) contains both position Qj and bj . Arcs i and j
intersect if either one of the two arcs is contained in the other one, or the two arcs overlap. A
subset C ofS is a clique if each an; in C imersecrs all other arcs in C. A clique C is maximum if
irs cardinality is not smaller than that of any other clique of S .
In this paper we present an algorithm that. given the intersection model S of a graph G,
finds a maximum clique of G in O(n2loglogn) time. The previously best time bound for this
problem is 0 (n 210gn + mn) [HJ. Our solution uses some simple properties which we presem in
the following section. The main consuuction is then discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we
briefly point to some problems that remain open. For other NP-complete problems that are NP-
complete in general, but can be solved efficiently on circular-ilIC graphs we refer the reader to [1].
2. Preliminaries
We asswne without loss of generality that all arcs in S have length less than I and that no
two arcs share a common endpoint
Let C be a clique of S and let i e C be an arc which does not contain any other arc of C .
Then we say that arc i is a base for C and we call C a clique of base i. Clearly, a maximum
clique of S can be obtained by constructing, for every arc i, a clique of base i and maximum size,
and then selecting one largest such clique. Let now C be a clique of base i and maximum size.
The following two facts hold trivially for C .
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Fact 1. All arcs ofS that contain arc i are in C .
Fact 2. Every arc ofS not contained in i • but having bam endpoints in (aj,hi) is also in C.
Thus the arcs oiC can be partitioned into three sets el. C? and C? where
Cil =U I arc j contains arc i}
cl = {j Iarc i does not contain arc j. but both Qj and hj are in (aj,hi }
C? =U Ieither OJ or bj • but not both. are in (OJ,hi)}
Note that, given base i, the an::s in Ci l and C? are uniquely determined, but the same is not true
of C? However, the arcs in Ci3 must fonn a clique of maximum size among all cliques that con-
tain only arcs with exactly one endpoint in (oj.b;). Henceforth, we will use Cj3to denote any such
maximum-sized clique.
3. Finding a Maximum Clique of Base i .
In this section we show that a maximum clique of base i can be constructed in
o(nloglogn) time. The non-mvial part of our strategy is in its way of constructing set Cj3, since
sets Ci l and C? can be trivially extracted from S in linear time.
Once Ci l and C? are removed from S. Quralgorithm forms setS... where
Si = S - Ci l - C? - {j I arc i conIains arc j} - {j I arc i and arc j do not intersect}.
Thus set Si contains all the arcs willt exactly one endpoint in (aj.bi)' Every arc in Si is a candi-
dale for C? An optimal selection of arcs can be peIforrned conveniently on the rollout of the cir-
cle associated with arc i. TItis rollout is obtained by opening the circle at endpoint ai, and then by
mapping each circular arc of Sj into a suitable rectilinear segment With reference to Figure I, an
arc j in Si wilh. aj contained in (ai,bi) is mapped in the A-segment (aj ,bj). while an arc with bj
contained in (ajlbj ) is mapped in the B-segment (bj laj) (in a sense, a B-segment complements the
circular arc associated with it).
Without loss of generality, let bi=O and k = ISj I, and let (11 ,r I), ...• (lk.lrJc) be the list of
the segments of the rollout of i in order of increasing right endpoint (Le., Ij <O<rj and rj=j). We
observe that me subset of Sj represented by me collection of all tlte A-segments in the rollout is a
clique. and so is the wtion of this subset and {Cj'uC?}. The same properties hold for the subset
of Sj which is mapped into tlte set of B-segmem. We say mat A-segment x and B-segmem y are
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in conflict if ly </;c <r~<ry. In Figure 1. for example. A-segment 2 is in conflict with B-segmenlS 3
and 6. Obviously, set cl cannot contain any pair of arcs such that the two corresponding seg-
ments are murually conflicting.
The procedure TRADE described below performs an optimal selection of A-segments and
B-segments in the rollout of i. TIIrough a left-la-right scan of endpoints in [l.kJ. TRADE con-
structs a set C3 containing the maximum. number of non-conOicting segments of the rollout We
refer to C3 as a maximwn rollout clique ofbase i. The procedure constructs then C? as the set of
all arcs which correspond to segments in C3. By our discussion. taking the union of this set and
{Cj1ue?} yields a maximum clique of base i.
mADE initializes set C3 to conlain all the A-segments of the rollout Subsequently, the
procedure may "match-up" A-segments wil.h conflicting B-segments according to a criterion
described shanty. These match-ups enable TRADE to recognize situations in which an equal
number of A-segments can be "exchanged" for an equal number of B-segments without creating
any conflicts. At the j -th iteration, segment (lj,rj) is handled as follows. If (lj,rj) is a B-segment
not in conflict with any A-segment currently in C3, then this B-segment is added to C3. Other-
wise,let p be the number of A-segments in C3 that (1) are in conflict with the B-segmem (Ij ,rj)
and (2) have not been marched-up with a conflicting B-segmenl Ifp =1, mADE exchanges the
conflicting A-segment with the current B-segmenr, and possibly performs other exchanges as
well, as specified later. The overall operation yields a consistent (i.e., with no conflicting seg-
ments) set C3 having the same cardirullity as the original set, and it may have the effect of reduc-
ing the number of A~segments thar could be in conflict with B-segments in the future. Ifp > 1,
TRADE cannot perform. an exchange without decreasing the current cardinality of C3. However,
such an exchange might prove profitable at some later stage, since the point could be reached
where removing a certain nwnber of A-segments would make room for a larger number of B-
segments. In view of this possibility, the procedure matches up B-segment j with the conflicting
and currently unmatched A-segment x having the smallest left endpoint. The matched pair (x ,j)
is then recorded in a list associated with the unmatched A-segment y such that ly >lx and ly is as
small as possible.
The management of A-segments is quite simpler. Whenever an A-segment is met during the
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scan, TRADE adds it to the list AVAIT... This list keeps track of all the already scanned A-
segmenrs in C3 thaI are yet to be malChed. In addition, every A-segment y stored in AVAIL is
provided with an initially empty list L.,. At each iteration for which y is kept in AVAll.. L., will
contain zero or more pairs representing currently unexcbanged marches. AVAll. is used also to
determine how many A-segments are in conflict with a given B-segmenL A more formal descrip-
tion ofTRADE is as follows.
Procedure TRADE
Input: The segments ([lorl)•... ,(lk,r.lJ of the rollout of i.
Output: A set Cj3.
begin
(l)lnitialize: C3={j Iarc (lj,rj) is anA-segmenl): AYAIL=0
(2) Scan:
for j=l to k do
if(lj,rj) is an A-segment then AVAIL = AVAILu {i}; Lj =0
else ('" (lj,rj) is a B·segmenr *)
conftict#= I{h IhEAYAIL and ij<i,}1
(2.1) ifconjlict# = 0 then C3 = C3 uU}
(2.2) if conjiict# = 1 then (* an exchange is performed *)
letX' be the A-segment in AVAIL with t~>lj;
let the elements in list L.. be (al'~I)' ... ,(a., ,~,), .;,0;
AYAIL= AYAIL- [x};
C3 = C3 u U'~h·· . ,~.} - {x ,a\> ... ,a.,}
(2.3) if conjiict# > 1 then (* a match-up is recorded "')
let x be the A-segment in AVAIL with I:r.>h and I:r. as small as possible;
lety be the A-segment in AVAIL with ly>l:r. and Iy as small as possible;
AYAIL=AYAIL- {x};
append list L;: together with the entry (x tj) to list fry
endfor
(3) QulpU"
C? = {j I(/tr) is an A-segmentofC3.jeSj. and l=aj and r=bj } U
{j J(l,r) is a B-segment ofC3. j eSj I and l=bi and r=aj}
end.
Observe that exchanging s A-segments for s B·segments as done in step (2.2) is not only at
least as good as keeping those A-segments in the current version of C3. In fact the number of B-
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segments that could be added to C3 in the future cannot ever be decreased by the exchange. and
may be actually increased. Before describing the implementation of TRADE.. we prove that fue
segments in C3 at Lhe outset correspond to a maximum rollout clique of base i. This immediately
implies that the corresponding set C? as generated in step (3) represents a maximum clique
among the arcs in Sj.
Let C-3(O) be the set of all the A-segments in the rollout of i, and let C3U) lSJSk tx: the set
of segments in C3 at the end of the j -th iteration of TRADE. Clearly.
IC3(O)I::; IC3(l)1 s: ... ::; IC3(l:)1. The following lemma characterizes the sets C 3Ul, (Ds.jSk) and
also establishes the basic invariants ofTRADE.
Lemma 1. By the end of the j -th iteration ofTRADE (05.j5k.), the following properties hold.
(1) For every A-segment a such that a<j and a.4 C3v>. there exists a distinct B-segment ~ in
C3U) such that ~::;j and a and ~ are in conflict
(2) Every B-segment ~ such that P<j and pe C3U) is in conflict with at least two A-segments
in C3v).
(3) For any set B of B-segments not in C 3U) and having endpoints as in (2) above. there exists
a set A of A-segments in C 3U) such that IA I> IB I, and every segment in A is in conflict
with at least one segment in B .
Proof: Property 1 follows from straightforward induction on j: the matched pailS traded in the
course of all executions of step (2.2) up to the j -th iteration represent the relation of the claim.
Ali for Property 2. observe first that in order for some B-segmem ~<j not to be included in
C3U>, the ~-th iteration of TRADE must have resulted in case (2.3). This entails the existence of
at least two A-segments in C 3&-1) which were unmatched and also in conflict with ~ at the time
of the ~·th iteration Let then U={a.loCXZ•...•CX;r} be the set, sorted in order of increasing left end-
point, of all the wunatehed A-segments in conflict with ~ at the beginning of the ~-th ireration.
Step (2.3) of TRADE puts the pair (al'~) in the list Ltb,. Assume for a contradiction that the
number of A-segments in U that are also in C3U) is less than two. Then, since alE C 3(j), az can-
not be in C3(J). By the control structure of TRADE, this implies that there is some B-segment
W' ~<W:::;j such that either (Case 1) (X2 is exchanged wilh W at the W-th iteration, or else (Case 2)
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CXtz is matched up with P' at that iteration and then exchanged with it at some later iteration j'.
13'<j'Sj. With reference to Case 2, observe that the pair (02..13') is created and added to some L-
list precisely when Wis handled by TRADE. and the pair (al'~) is added to that same list at that
poinL It is easy to check that, from this moment on. any list containing the pair (az,/3') must also
comain (0.1./3). Since lists are traded in an exhaustive fashion in case (2.2), any trade that
exchanges az with Ii' must also exchange 0.1 with Ii. But this contradicts the hypothesis that
j3e C3U>. The same contradiction is easily derived for Case 1.
Property 3 is an easy consequence of the preceding two. Indeed. let 13" ... ,/3s be the seg-
ments in set B. with rl!l<'" <rl3.. At the time TRADE handles /3q (1Sq~) this B-segment is
matched to a corresponding and distinct A-segment aq • By Property 2, there must be another A-
segment y in C3(;) which is distinct from any aq and is also in conflict with J3s. Setting then A =
{a,.",."· .a,.y) yields IA 1= s+l > s=18 I. 0
We now show that the set C3 = C 3(k) is a maximum rollout clique of base i. Let C 3- be a
maximum ronout clique of base i that has as many arcs as possible in common with clique C3.
Lemma 2. C3 = C3' .
Proof: Recall that the segments of the rollout of i are ([l,rr).· .. •([k,rk.) wirh rj=j. For ~jSk.
let REj (resp. REj) be the set of segments in C3 (resp. C3·) having right endpoints not larger
than j. Observe that REo = REo ={i}. Let p >0 be the smallest integer for which an "adversary"
who knows the composition of set C3- claims that REp:#RE;. We will force this adversary in a
contradiction. thus showing that C3 = C3-. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether
segmentp is a B-segment or an A-segment
Case J. Segment p is a B-segment
Assume first that p E C3 but p e C3- . It is easy to see then that p is not in conflict with any seg-
ment having right endpoint larger than p. Thus. whatever the remaining selections in C3·,
adding segment p to C3· yields a set of nonconflicting segments having larger size than C3- • a
contradiction. Assume now p e C3. By the second property of Lemma 1, there exist two A-
segments in REp_I that are in'conflict with segment p. Since both A-segmenrs are also in C3·
by hypothesis. p e C 3- follows. In conclusion. p cannot be a B-segment, for otherwise we would
have REp = RE;.
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Case 2. Segmemp is anA-segmenr.
Assume fim tharpeC3. peG3". Thenp must be in conflict with at least one B-segment of
C3· • otherwise it could be added consistently to this set, thus generating a contradiction. Let h
be a B-segment in C3· that is in conflict withp. Then j IeC3. By the second property ofLemma
1, there exists another A-segment in C3 that is in conflict with jr. Let PI be this A-segment
Obviously, P l>P and Plee3". The adversary is now offered to trade-in segment j 1 for the two
segments p and P l' Clearly, such an exchange cannot be accepted without violating the
hypothesis that C3· has maximum size. Thus. there must be a B-segment h in C3* that is in
conflict with eitherP I orPI. or both. But then A-segments p and P1 in C 3 and B-segments j I and
h not in C3. and Lemma 1 imply the existence of a third A-segmentpzeC3 such thatpz is in
conflict wilh j I. or )2. or both. Again, the adversary CaIUlO[ accept to exchange the B-segments j I
and)2 for the A-segments p.p 1and pz wilhaut falling in conO'adictioIL Thus, C3" must exhibit a
new B-segment h tha1 is in conflict with one or more among p.p lIP2. Continuing with this argu-
ment, the point must be reached where the adversary is forced to accept the trade at the time C3'"
runs out of new conflicting B-segments. TIlis leads to a contradiction since C 3'" is shown to be
not ofmaximu.m size. Hence. ifpeC3, we havepe C3'" and REp = RE;.
Consider now the case when peC3 and pe C3'". Then there must be a B-segmem in C3,
say, h, that is in conflict withp and is matched to p during the h-th iteration of1RADE. The
adversary is now offered to trade-in segment p in exchange for B-segment j l' Accepting the
exchange would contradict the assumption that C 3- agrees with C3 on a maximum number of
segments. Thus C 3'" must contain another A-segment, say. P I. such thatp 1 conflicts with j 1 and
p l>P, Obviously, PleC3 and, by the operation of TRADE. C3 contains a B-segment that was
used at some point to replace PI. Let this B-segment be h. Then again, we offer j I and h in
exchange for P and P h thus forcing the adversary to exhibit a third A-segment. This argument
continues until the adversary runs out of A-segments. In fact, C3 is always able to provide a new
matching B-segment for any A-segment supplied for C3'" , in force of the first property ofLenuna
I. Hence,ifpeC3,wehavep4.C3'" and REp =RE;. 0
We now tum to the implementation of our algorithm. We can assume that the set S is stored
in a circular array of 2n cells, with a convenient fonnat. This can be obtained through a straight-
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forward 0 (nlogn) preprocessing, the details of which are omined. The construction of the set of
segments when handling base i can be performed trivially in linear time. An o(klogk) time
implementation for TRADE is then easily obtained by using a bitvector to represent set C3 and a
balanced tree for set AVAll. [AHU]. Every leaf x of this balanced tree corresponds to an A-
segment and it has a linked list representing list 4 associated with it In such an implementation
cOn/licr# can be compured in O(logk) time. step (2.1) requires constant time, and step (2.2) and
(2.3) can each be done in O(logk) time. Thus the O(klogk) overall time follows. This time
bound can be reduced to o(kloglogk) using the data structures described in (vEl and the refer-
ences therein.
Theorem. A maximum rollout clique ofbase i can be constructed in 0 (nloglogn) time.
Proof: By the discussion of this section and Lemmas 1 and 2.
Corollary. Given n arcs (a lob I)•...• (an.bfl) of a circular-arc graph G a maximum clique of G
.
can be determined in 0 (n 21oglogn) time.
4. Concluding Remarks.
A number of problems remain open. First, the techniques presented. in this paper do not
seem to extend straightforwardly to the more general problem of finding a clique of maximum
weight for the intersection model of a weighted circular are graph. By contrast, the
o(n 210gn + fUn) technique in [H] applies to the weighted case as well. Thus the question is open
of whether the weighted case can be dealt with more efficiently. For the case of unitary weights,
it would be interesting to eliminate lhe logarithmic factor from the upper bOWld. Finally, lower
bounds for both versions of the problem are still to be derived.
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(a) A circular-arc graph. Taking base i=7 yields Sj = {1,2.3,4,5,6}.
Arc 8 is included into set sj I arc 9 is discarded when constructing a clique of base 7.
.,
/, /, /, b, r, r,
(b) Lhe rollout of base i=7 consisting of A-segments 2, 4 and 5 and
B-segments 1,3. and 6 (shown willt dashed venicallines and a heavy horizomalline)
FIGURE 1
